
sembled and moved inside the Pontiac
Silverdome, the huge domed stadium
where the Detroit Lions play football.

But this field isn't for American foot-
ball. It's for the sport the world calls foot-
ball but Americans call soccer. Only
one game will be played on it this year,
an exhibition match on June 19 between
Germany and England. Then, after 15
days indoors, the turf will be taken out-
side and stored for 11 months, says Tom
King, who is directing World Cup USA
1994 Inc. from the Silverdome.'

Game Plans
In June of 1994, four World Cup

Soccer games will be played on natural
turf inside the Pontiac Silverdome. Not
only did the United States, a country of
mediocre status in the world soccer com-
munity, win the right to host this pres-
tigious 52-game world playoff series, it
gained approval to play four of the
games indoors.

Never b~fore has World Cup Soccer
been played indoors. FIFA, the
International Federation of Football
Association, world soccer's ruling body,
was convinced to allow it - with the con-
dition that games be played on natural
turf, not artificial. And the two men
who sold the idea that it could be done
were Michigan State University turfgrass
researchers John "Trey" Rogers and
Paul Rieke.

Since then, they have been working
for about a year to solve the problems that
come with growing grass indoors. That's
the overall goal: to learn how to grow and
maintain turf in indoor facilities.

"A few years ago, I made up a list of
personal and professional goals I would
like to accomplish in my life," says
Rogers. "Among them was, 'Grow grass
indoors for athletic events.'"

Right now, the goal is short-term-
they just want to grow grass indoors
long enough to play the games on a per-
fect soccer field. They need great grass
for just a few days.

"When you've got one billion people
who are going to observe the results of
your efforts, there's a tremendous amount
of pressure," says Rogers. (The last
World Cup final game, when West
Germany played Argentina in Italy,
was watched on television by an estimated
1.5 billion people.)

Since grass doesn't get growing in
Michigan until mid-April, it was decid-
ed that Pacific Earth Resources, and
its subsidiary Pacific Sod, would grow sod

in California and ship it to Michigan,
where the scientists and soccer buffs
would take over.

A key figure in this scenario is Rogers.
The 33-year-old Arkansas native is the
project's lead researcher at Michigan
State University.

The Process
The sod was transplanted into about

2,000 mostly hexagonal metal boxes.
The grass was laid onto 6 inches of top-
soil made of eight parts sand, one part
sandy loam and one part Michigan peat.

''You want a soil that is easily drained

but not easily compacted," says Rogers.
''Youwant it to resist compaction and have
open pore space, but it must have stability,
too. If the soil is too loose, it would be dif-
ficult to grow grass on it and would be
easy to tear up."

The sod itself was grown from a blend
of six varieties of seed. Three varieties
of Kentucky bluegrass made up 85 per-
cent of the mixture. The remaining 15 per-
cent of the mixture is comprised of three
perennial ryegrasses. Twovarieties ofeach
were chosen for sports tolerance and
one of each for shade tolerance.

continuted on page 12

Washed sad is specialized sportsturf grown to maturity under
ideal conditions and then washed to remove all the soil from the
root system. The result is a quick-rooting sad with superior
drainage and an extensive root system. Ideal for golf greens and
tees, sportsfields and other sand-based surfaces.

.. Quick Rooting

.. Eliminates potential soil interface (layering) problems.

.. Easier handling and installation.

.. Lighter weight - Freight costs reduced by 2/3.

.. Meets most agricultural requirements for international and
interstate deliveries .

.. Available as Bentgrass and Hybrid Bermuda sad.
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Roots of conventional sad tend to remain in the sod-borne soil and
not penetrate the sand base surface. Washed sad roots penetrate
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World Cup Soccer
continued from page 11

Every soccerball is covered with a skin
of32 hexagons and pentagons, which close
into a perfect sphere. On a flat surface,
hexagons alone work perfectly, six fitting
around one. But the hexagonal shape
wasn't chosen for its elegant soccer ball
image. Itwas selected for the practical
reason that three seams come together
at a point, instead of four, as on a square.
The field is expected to be tight.

The hexagonal boxes are each 7 1/2feet
in diameter. Each weighs approximately
3,000 pounds filled. About 2,000 boxes
are needed to fill the Silverdome floor.
The hexagons, like tiles, fit tightly
together. The field edges are trimmed off
with fill-in triangles to make the rectangle.

The hexagonal pans are made of two
parts. The bottom pan is designed to
be moved easily by fork lift. Around the
pan top is a removable metal lip slight-
ly larger than the pan. This allows the
grass to overgrow slightly. When the
lips are removed and the pans shoved
together, the seams become invisible.

The grass will be moved into the
Silverdome four days before the exhibi-

tion game on June 19. In those four
days, it will knit together and be mowed
before soccer field lines are painted on
the field.

It will be left inside for a week after
the game so the scientists can experiment
and observe. What did 22 players run-
ning on the turf for two 45-minute halves
do to the sod?Then the grass will be taken
outdoors and stored for 11 months before
the next soccer games, June 18,22,24
and 28, 1994.

Growing grass inside the Silverdome
is a challenge. The inside of the domed
stadium doesn't seem dark to the human
eye, but grass sees it differently. Light
that penetrates the Teflon-coated fiber-
glass dome is long-wavelength red light,
and only about 10 percent of the outside
light penetrates. Red light causes grass
to grow long, spindly leaves and shallow
roots. Shorter-wavelength light toward
the blue end of the spectrum produces
short, study growth and deep, strong roots
that will stand up to athletics.

As part of this project, a 6,500-square-
foot research dome nicknamed
"Silverdome West" was constructed at
MSU's Hancock Research Center in
East Lansing, about 75 miles west of the

Silverdome. The dome is a replica
of the Silverdome, made of the same
material, suspended the same way by fans
that produce internal air pressure.
Sod was inside the structure last
November.

Part of the research was aimed at find-
ing how much and what kind of sup-
plemental, artificial light would be need-
ed to maintain grass indoors for about
two weeks. Studies were also done on
water, fertility and growth regulators. It
was expected that evaporation would be
low, Rogers notes, but some water will
have to be added over the top. Some .
nitrogen and potash will be needed to ....:
maintain soil fertility and help the turf
recuperate after games.

Beyond Soccer
If this seems a bit much for five soc-

cer games, Rogers and his colleagues are
looking at a much bigger picture. "I
think the Europeans might be the first
to embrace the concept of growing grass
indoors," says Rogers.

If the researcher and his colleagues
can make grass grow indoors in the
short-day seasons, it will be a major
accomplishment. Rogers. thinks he can
make grass "survive but not thrive" for

'7f6rkfetnss
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35 days indoors with current knowl-
edge and technique, but extending that
to year-round will be a substantial chal-
lenge. The potential applications of
developing science and technology for
growing grass indoors are far reaching
- indoor golf in the winter months is just
one possibility.

"One of our objectives is to develop a
list of recommendations for lawn care
under shady conditions," says Rogers. "A
number of golf courses already use plant
growth regulators on problem areas,
such as greens and shady spaces, but
it's being done a 'best guess' basis. We
think our research should provide some
answers about how much to use under
various conditions."

As World Cup 1994 nears, the pres-
sure rises. Rogers, who once "lived" at
Silverdome West, now "lives" at the real
Silverdome. When the games begin, the
world tunes in, and everything has to
be perfect.

"Soccer is kind of changing my life,"
says Rogers.

If the Silverdome field performs to
expectations, much more than that, in
the world of indoor field-played athlet-
ics, may change as well. 0

Let McCord help you make your turf a show-
place. Goodyear Terra- Tire4D flotation tires gently
cover the ground with wide-wheel, low pressure,
light contact coverage. You'll get all the traction
you need, with no ruts, no turf damage, and less
fatigue on the driver. Terra-Tires are essential
for spraying, mowing, backfilling traps, aerating
and top dressing.

McCord custom-built wheels and rims allow fast
conversion to Tena- Tires for virtually any vehicle.

Visit or call your nearest McCord location for
products, service and savings.
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Striping trial research at the University of California at Davis evaluates current striping techniques with one possible
new approach, which involves the addition of a plant growth regulator (PGR) to the marking paint.

Photos courtesy: Bob Milano.

sports Field Marking:

Consider the
Alternatives

Initial striping application.
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By Bob Milano

A sports turf manager must strive for a
smooth, uniform turf surface to pro-
vide maximum safety, playability and

aesthetics. Yet today's turf managers face ever-
increasing demands as the level of expectations
for playing fields rises to meet those portrayed
by televised sporting events, while, for most of
us, resources to manage our facilities continue
to diminish. Still, innovative sports turf pro-
fessionals often manage to meet and exceed
expectations.

Field marking and striping is an important
aspect of a playing surface. Marking and strip-
ing are the final touches that transform a green
canvas into a football field or baseball diamond.
Striping is the key element that lays the frame-
work and sets the tone for the entire facility.

Current Options
In most instances, there are three alternatives,

sometimes used in combination, for field mark-
ing:

• White latex paint.
• Powder-type (chalk) materials.
• Herbicides (contact and systemic).



Latex paint provides an outstand-
ing visual quality, optimum playability,
excellent safety and good facility flexi-
bility. In most cases, painted lines will
be removed by normal maintenance
activities in 10 to 14 days. Overall,
painting is the preferred method, but it
is also the most expensive. Materials,
equipment and labor, combined with
an average weekly application require-
ment, can stretch the average mainte-
nance budget to the breaking point.

Powder-type marking materials gen-
erally have poor visual qualities on turf
as the material sifts into the turf thatch
and is easily disrupted by users, irrigation
and maintenance activities. Although the
material is reasonably safe, it can cause
eye or skin irritation to event participants.
It also can build up over time to damage
the turf. One striking advantage of this
method is flexibility. The chalk can be
washed easily from the turf surface
immediately after completion to accom-
modate a different activity.

Herbicides are the final and most
widely used field marking material in
California and other areas. Herbicide
applications, both contact and systemic,
result in adequate playability and mod-
erate visual quality but in the long run
have serious drawbacks. Although this
technique at first may appear to be the
most economical, it can reduce overall
facility safety and limit facility flexi-
bility. Converting a soccer layout to a
softball layout may take weeks since
new turf establishment in the bare lines
will be required.

Problems and Solutions
The application of non-selective

herbicides to sports field marking is in
direct conflict with the primary function
of field management: growing grass.
Unfortunately, most limited resource
agencies utilize glyphosate as field mark-
ing material for reasons of economics and
convenience. Initially, this approach
appears reasonable, but many times
we fail to calculate the cost of increased
user injuries, additional repair costs
and an overall lower quality facility.
Safety and increased attention by both
recreational and competitive users will
require all sports turf managers to
respond to this challenge.

The eradication of turf strips for field
marking creates "vegetationless" trench-
es. These bare areas are prone to erosion,
slickness and hardness similar to most
bare soil. Repeated applications trans-

form the intended narrow 4-inch lines into
larger, poor-draining bald areas or even
deep ruts, thus magnifying the hazard.
In most instances, these trenches are
located at critical points on the playing
surface such as the sideline, goal mouth
or end zone, further increasing injury
potential.

A study by the Sports Research
Institute, the National Athletic
Injury/Illness Reporting Service and
Pennsylvania State University revealed:

• 20 percent of sports injuries are
field -related.

• 44 percent of ankle, foot and knee
injuries are field-related.

• 10 percent of sports-injury-related
lawsuits claim inadequate maintenance.

Although striping and marking com-
prise only a small percentage of the
entire turf playing surface, any reduction
in injuries is beneficial. In addition,
continued use of broad-spectrum her-
bicides for striping increases weed inva-
sion into these areas, limits the flexibility
of the facility, and will eventually require
expensive turf renovation of the areas.

continued on page 16
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Field Marking
continued from page 15

Facility managers must begin to factor
in these costs when calculating the over-
all cost for field marking and striping until
a better alternative is found.

One possible solution to this problem
is now being studied at the University
of California at Davis. In a joint effort,
the Division ofPlant Biology Cooperative
Extension, UC Davis, UC Davis Grounds
Division and the Sports Turf Managers
Association are conducting a field trial.
The research is evaluating the most
prevalent current striping techniques with
one possible new approach, which involves
the addition of a plant growth regulator
to the marking paint. The objective of this
new approach is to extend the visibility
of striping by slowing the growth rate
of the painted turf, and thus the loss of
pain ted turf to mowing.

Methods and Materials
A uniform tall fescue/bluegrass sports

turf area adjacent to the UC Davis soc-
cer field was selected for the trial. The
work evaluates traditional marking
compounds, including white latex paint,
Diquat and glyphosate, with paint mixed
with PRIMO plant growth regulator.

STORMWATER RETENTION POND

CALL TOLL FREE
1·800·231·2077

FOR FREE SAMPLES AND
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Consult with regulatory agencies for the suitability of this product for your specific application. Reef Industries will provide product specifications upon your request

©1992 REEF INDUSTRIES, INC. PERMALON is a registered trademark of Reef Industries, Inc.

Evaluations were made utilizing light
reflectionvalues as a comparison tool.This
method was selected to correspond with
the function of the line, which is to pro-
vide a contrast with the turf and define
an area or zone on the playing surface.

Preliminary Data
and Observations

Although only a portion of this research
is complete to date, a few early obser-
vations can be made:

• Fourteen days after the first treat-
ment, the paint was only 26 percent
lighter than untreated turf, while the
PRIMO-modified painted turf ranged
from 45 to 55 percent lighter (in essence,
twice as visible).

• The PRIMO-modified paint appli-
cations were, statistically, significantly
lighter than paint alone after repeated
mowings.

• PRIMO-alone treatments showed no
difference in turf coloration and light
reflection.

• Some regrowth of desirable turf
occurred in the Diquat-treated areas.

• As expected, the glyphosate appli-
cation resulted in a 50-percent wider strip
(plus or minus 6 inches).

I PERMALON® I
ALLOYED HIGH-DENSITY PE MEMBRANES

Reef Industries presents PERMALON,
a uniquely engineered, multi-layered, multi-
axially oriented HOPE membrane.

PERMALON is:
• HIGH STRENGTH
• PUNCTURE AND TEAR RESISTANT
·UVSTABLE
• COST EFFECTIVE
• LARGE SHEETS AVAILABLE

UP TO 200' x 200'
• CUSTOM FABRICATION AVAILABLE

liDReef Industries, Inc.
no. Box 750218
Houston, Texas 77275-0218
Fax (713) 947-2053
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• Weed invasion of the glyphosate lines
is beginning.

Continuing Research
Although no final conclusions can be

drawn at this time, the potential for
growth regulators to be applied with
latex paint for sports field marking
looks bright. The preliminary data and
visual observations clearly indicate that
PRIMO is working and has the potential
to help provide safer athletic fields.
(However, the product is not currently
registered for use in California and is only
being researched and studied at this
tirne.) In order for this technique to
become common, the benefit it provides
must be balanced by increased conve-
nience and costs equal to, or less than,
current modes. It's hoped that the results
of the continuing research will help
evaluate feasibility.

Field markings are as critical as uni-
formity, smoothness and texture of the
overall turf surface. As turf managers,
we must respond to challenges and pro-
vide the safest, most cost-efficient facil-
ities possible. Specifically, we must eval-
uate our current marking techniques
as part of our overall program and select
the wisest approach. For example, chalk-
type marking might be the most appro-
priate choice for a one-day soccer festi-
val, while several light applications of
Diquat on a practice football field might
allow some regrowth for safety. Large
trenches, devoid of vegetation, will soon
become unacceptable from both a liability
and user point of view.

We must all accept the challenge and
consider this an opportunity to provide
the safest, most playable and aestheti-
cally pleasing facilities possible. I believe
we can accomplish this through innovation
and professionalism, combined with
public and user educations. 0

Editor's note: Bob Milano is grounds
operations manager, UC Davis Physical
Plant, and a board member of the nation-
al Sports Turf Managers Association.

This continuing cooperative research
project is the result of ongoing commit-
ment and effort from UC Davis' aca-
demic and maintenance staff. The author
wishes to thank Clyde Elmore, UC
Cooperative Extension weed specialist;
John Roncoroni, staff research associate;
Guy Kaiser, research assistant; Mark
Lucas, athletic field groundskeeper; and
Tony Franchi, student groundskeeper. All
have contributed greatly to the project and
its continued success.



CHEMICAL LOG.....
Summer Patch Control:

Departure From Folklore
By J.M. Vargas Jr.

Annual bluegrass was believed to
die from high temperatures for
many years. Research has since

shown that annual bluegrass actually dies
from three major pests in warm weath-
er: anthracnose, the black turfgrass
ataenius grub and summer patch.

The most devastating °and most dif-
ficult to control of these is summer
patch, caused by Magnaporthe poae. It
is also a serious disease of Kentucky
bluegrass when grown in areas of the
world that have very warm summers; i.e.,
where the nighttime temperatures
remain above 70 degrees Fahrenheit
for a month or more.

Symptoms and Occurrence
The disease first appears in the warm

weather of summer as yellow- to bronze-
colored, irregular-shaped patches, rang-
ing from 6 inches to 3 feet in diameter.
Examination of the roots with a dissect-
ing scope reveals dark-colored ectotroph-
ic hyphae called "runner" hyphae.

Usually after a rainy period or heavy
downpour, heavy or excess irrigation
during the warm summer period will also
bring on symptoms of the disease.
Modeling studies have shown a direct cor-
relation between moisture pushing the
oxygen out of the soil and the develop-
ment of symptoms. The other key factor
for symptom development is having the
soil temperature remain above 70 degrees
F at a 2-inch depth for at least 48 hours.

Even though symptoms occur dur-
ing the warm weather, the initial infec-
tion occurs in the spring of the year
when the soil temperatures first reach
65 degrees F at a 2-inch depth. Only the
outer cortical tissue of the root is infect-
ed at this time. M. poae remains in the
cortical tissue causing little noticeable
damage until the soil temperatures
reach above 70 degrees F, and the rain
or heavy irrigation regimes push the
oxygen out of the soil. The lack of oxygen
weakens the roots of the grass plant
and allows the pathogen to invade the vas-

cular tissue of the plant, where it inter-
feres with water and nutrient uptake and
the movement ofphotosynthesis products
from the foliage to the roots.

Cultural Management
Managing summer patch with cultural

practices requires a two-pronged approach.
Maintaining adequate soil fertility, cou-
pled with an adjustment of your irriga-
tion schedule, will often result in adequate
control.

Fertility. Good fertility starts with
having adequate levels of all the nutri-
ents present in the soil. Most of these can
be applied based on soil tests. Nitrogen,
of course, is the exception. Having ade-
quate levels of nitrogen is not only
important in managing summer patch,
it is essential. Without adequate lev-
els of nitrogen, even fungicide treat-
ments will not be effective.

Research has clearly shown that to effec-
tively manage summer patch, a half-
pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet
every three weeks is required. The slow-
release carriers like Turf Restore and
IBDU have been more effective in man-
aging summer patch than quick-release
forms of nitrogen, like urea. In spite of
"folklore"which suggests nitrogen should
not be applied in the summer because
it will onlymake the plant more susceptible
to stress, research shows moderate levels
of nitrogen to be essential in order to
manage summer patch.

Irrigation. Light daily irrigation rang-
ing in amounts from .1 to .4 inches
(depending on the amount of supple-
mental rainfall, temperature and evap-
otranspiration) will help reduce the
severity of summer patch. The most
effective time to apply this irrigation
water is mid to late afternoon. This
allows time for the foliage to dry before
entering the nighttime period. It also helps
to cool the plant off during the warmest
part of the day, to better allow it to sur-
vive the summer stress period.

This type of irrigation regime does not
push the oxygen out of the soil,which will

bring on summer patch symptoms.
What about the old theory that light

daily irrigation will result in the turfgrass
plant having a short root system? Like
many of the turf management practices
commonly recommended, it is based on
"folklore" rather than good scientific
data. Rhizotron and other studies have
shown that soil temperatures during
the warm summer months determine the
length of root growth. Also,remember that
we are recommending light daily irri-
gation, not to be confused with heavy daily
irrigation. Heavy irrigation will deplete
the soil of oxygen, resulting in plants that
will definitely have short root systems.

Chemical Controls
For many years, trying to manage sum-

mer patch with fungicides proved to be
erratic at best and futile the rest of the
time. The key turned out to be timing.

The best fungicides for the manage-
ment of summer patch are the sterol
inhibitors; Bayleton and Rubigan, for
example. But to be effective, they have
to be applied before symptom develop-
ment occurs.

Bayleton and Rubigan need to be
applied as soon as the soil tempera-
tures reach 65 degrees F, with a second
application made 30 days later. In areas
where summer lasts for more than three
months, an additional application may
have to be made 30 days later.

Once the disease symptoms are present,
the benzimidazole fungicides, like Fungo
50 and Clearys 3336, managed the disease
the best. However, some loss of turf is
encountered when trying to manage sum-
mer patch curatively. A second applica-
tion three weeks after is usually required
with these fungicides. Remember, to be
effective, these fungicides need to be
drenched into the root zone.

Unless adequate levels of nitrogen are
also applied, these fungicide treatments
will not be effective. 0

J.M. Vargas Jr. is a professor in
the department of botany and plant
pathology at Michigan State University.
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Mark Satterfield, DC Davis irrigation technician, trouble-shoots a wiring
problem with an irrigation control wire analyzer. Photos courtesy: Bob Milano.

(Inset) Close-up of an irrigation control wire analyzer.

Take a Systematic Approach
to Irrigation Trouble-Shooting
By Bob Milano

An outstanding sports turf irri-
gation system is like an out-
standing umpire - the best of

them work unnoticed. For field playability
and aesthetic reasons, a sports turfirri-
gation system must be invisible at game
time - all sprinkler heads must retract
flush with the field, all valves buried
beneath the soil, all controller neatly hid-
den from view. Like a great umpire, an

18 sports TURF

irrigation system is meant to enhance the
game, without intruding upon it.

Out of sight, however, doesn't mean
out of mind, particularly for sports turf
managers. For them, an irrigation sys-
tem will always remain a complex net-
work of underground pipes, valves,
wires, sensors and sprinklers, the prime
objective ofwhich is to apply water to the
turf as uniformly as possible. Even with
today's sophisticated irrigation tech-
nology, that's easier said than done.

Systematic Analysis
The "perfect" irrigation system has yet

to be installed, nor it is likely to be.
Varying site conditions, soils, use, com-
paction, wind and construction tech-

continued on page 20



G
Hunter 1·405 At Comiskey Park

In Chicago, White Sox turf manager Roger Bossard relies on Hunter 1-40
sprinklers to keep his turf green and playable at the new Comiskey Park.

'We selected 1-40s because of their superior performance in a sand-based
sports field. Comiskey Park has one of the latest irrigation and drainage
systems of any professional league stadium because we need top field
conditions within minutes of a Chicago downpour.

"Hunter 1-40s proved to be the best sprinklers to handle these sandy soil
conditions. Heavy-duty retraction springs and stainless-steel risers give us
positive pop-downs, greater player safety and reliability.

"Hunters meet my major league standards."
Play ball.

A third-generation major league
groundskeeper, Roger Bossard
was recently named SportsTurf's
Man Of The Year.

The 1-40 ADS
Completely
Adjustable

HIII ........ ® The Irrigation Innovators ,_-------_---:...._------------------ ..--------1940 Diamond St. D San Marcos, CA 92069 D 619/744-5240 D FAX: 619 /744-7461
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Irrigation Trouble-Shooting
continued from page 18

niques will all influence the effectiveness
of any irrigation system. As a result of
these and numerous other factors, ongo-
ing field adjustments and repair will
always be required to attain the most ben-
eficial water distribution.

To address the site variables and the
numerous components of an irrigation
system, only one strategy will work: a sys-
tem analysis approach. A fully func-
tional sports turf irrigation system is not
a collection of unrelated parts and com-
ponents. It is a fully interrelated com-
position ofvalves, screens, piping, pumps,
nozzles, wires, sensors and control work-
ing in unison to evenly distribute water
over the turf surface.

With all of these components and
their various functions playing a role in
the overall success of the system, the con-
clusion is only logical: When repairing,
maintaining or trouble-shooting turf
irrigation, the entire system must be con-
sidered.

Fielding Problems
Imagine a softball field that has

several extremely dry hard spots. Dry
spots are one of the most common,
nagging problems in turf maintenance.
Too often, the "solution" is simply to
increase irrigation run times on the
controller. Sometimes it works, sometimes
it doesn't. However, this problem can
almost always be solved by taking a
step-by-step systematic approach, which
enables you to pinpoint the problem
and make informed decisions on poten-
tial solutions. Such an approach might
include these steps:

• Inspect the area visually. Is there
an obvious problem? Are the water
requirements of the turf being met?

• Probe the "dry" areas. Are they
actually dry?

• Test-operate the system from the con-
troller. Does the system appear to be oper-
ating properly and as scheduled?

• Pressure-check the system at the
sprinkler nozzle. Do any of the screens,
filters of wye-strainers need cleaning?

• Measure and record the sprinkler
head spacing distances. Do any of the
spacings seem too close or too far apart?

• Perform a catch can test or a com-
plete water audit if possible. Is the dis-
tribution obviously poor?

This systematic approach will yield
quick identification of obvious prob-
lems, while simultaneously assuring
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that the other components of the system
are operating properly. Most impor-
tantly, data is gathered to evaluate pos-
sible system adjustments or modifications.

Assuming that no blatant problems
were discovered, the process can contin-
ue by utilizing gathered data (head spac-
ing, operating pressures and distribu-
tion uniformity) to make adjustments
to the equipment. These adjustments
may include nozzles, flow controls or
head spacing.

Lastly, these changes cannot be
assumed correct. They must be re-eval-
uated and contrasted with the original
data to verify that improvements to the
water distribution were made.

Consider a soccer field, where the
entire midfield area is dying. Entire
portions of turf wilting and beginning to
die, as if no matter has been applied, is
another common sports turf problem. A
systematic approach to this problem
might include these steps:

• Visually inspect and probe the area.
Is there an obvious problem?

• Test-operate the system from the
controller. Do any or all of the stations
operate?

Let's say you find that one valve will
not operate. Continue the systematic
process:

• Check the remote control valve
flow. Is there a water supply to this
valve?

• Operate the valve using the bleed
screw. Does everything work normally?

• Use an irrigation control wire ana-
lyzer to determine the extent of the
problem. Is the analyzer conclusive?

To continue resolving this problem, let's
assume the remote control valve and
the controller are in good working order.
We had deduced through our investigation
a single control wire to this valve is not
functioning properly. Now we can con-
tinue with the scenario.

• Check wiring at the controller. Is it
in good contact with the correct points?

• Visually check the wire splices at the
controlvalve. Could simply resplicing solve
the poor circuit connection?

• Visually inspect the site for any
recent disturbances or activities that
could have severed the control wire.
Were there any recent excavations or
paving repairs?

• Using a wire tracer or fault locator,
identify the underground wire location
or possible broken site or both. Is this
information conclusive or simply a guess?

More often than not, an approach
such as this will quickly and efficiently
identify the problem so proper repairs can
begin. In this case, we identified the
broken wire in the trench line of a new
underground street lighting circuit and
spliced in a repair connection.

Because of our successful systemat-
ic trouble-shooting efforts, we were able
to avoid "trying" other potential solutions
to the problem. These alternatives includ-
ed: placing a new underground control
wire, installing a valve-double piece of
equipment, wiring two valves together
to operate simultaneously, or installing
a battery-operated unit. None of these
solutions were correct for this hypo-
thetical situation.

Landscape irrigation systems, par-
ticularly those for athletic fields, must
operate at peak efficiency for field safe-
ty, turf health and maximum aesthetic
benefit. To achieve this objective, main-
tenance, repair and adjustments will
be necessary, and the methodology used
during these processes must involve a sys-
tematic approach.

Jack Miller, University of California
at Davis landscape technician, simplifies
this philosophy when he says, "Digging
is the last thing you want to do!"

The step-by-step systematic approach
to irrigation system maintenance, trou-
ble-shooting and repair is not a "work
avoidance" strategy - it's a reminder to
carefully analyze and evaluate the prob-
lem using a total system approach before
beginning repairs. By following this
methodology you can eliminate unnec-
essary steps and false solutions, minimize
work that provides no net benefit to the
system as a whole, and provide a safe,
playable and pleasing natural athletic
surface by resolving the true problems
of the system. 0

Editor's note: Bob Milano is grounds
operation manager, University of
California at Davis Physical Plant, and
a board member of the national Sports
Turf Managers Association.


